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This invention relates to a paper crinkle cup dropping 
machine and more particularly to the device for separat 
ing the individual crinkle cups from the vertical stack 
of nested inverted cups. 

These paper crinkle cups are formed of thin parch 
ment paper and are generally of frusto-conical shape and 
with the side wall thereof taper iluted throughout its full 
height. A vacuum head picker is ordinarily used in the 
cup dropping machine for picking the lowermost cup 
from the stack of inverted nested paper cups and turned 
when withdrawn from under the stack with the paper cup 
to invert the cup andl to drop it on a tray for baking 
molds lying on a slow moving conveyor and into which 
the cake or biscuit batter is poured by filling machines 
thereby making unnecessary the manual handling of these 
cups. With the picking heads used, heretofore, certain 
small number of the paper cups are not eiîectively re 
moved and they become jammed, distorted or torn and 
have to be removed from the stack or from the trays 
and replaced with a cup by hand. The flutes of the cup 
become bent or torn with the ordinary head when passing 
downwardly through the stack supporting ring. 

It is, therefore, the principal object of the present 
invention to provide a device for separating individual 
paper crinkle cups from a nested stack in' which the cups 
will be adequately drawn about the picking head by 
suction so that there are few, if any, of the cups that 
become jammed or torn when being removed from the 
stack and dropped upon the trays or into the baking 
mold tins. 

It is another object of the invention to provide in a 
device for separating individual crinkle cups a stack 
supporting ring having a top face angled radially so that 
the edges of the cup will be more readily released from 
beneath the stack and be made more free for their 
engagement with the side of the picker head. 

It is still another object ofthe invention to provide in 
a device for removing individual crinkle paper cups from 
a stack a picker head that conforms in exact shape 
throughout its periphery to the crinkled or fluted wall 
of the cup and has ñuted projections throughout its 
entire periphery. 

It is a further object of the invention to provide in a 
device for separating ñuted paper cups from a vertical 
stack of nested cups, a picker head in which the suction 
air passages constitute an external annular groove at the 
mid-elevation point of the wall of the fluted cup to 
assume the major suction action and draw the wall of the 
cup equally therearound and wherein there are individual 
openings leading to the respective flute troughs of the 
head so that each iiute of the cup is drawn in addition 
and at a lower elevation in the large ñaring of the flutes 
whereby to insure the full withdrawal of the cup from 
the stack and the individual liutes of the cup or glove 
ñt engagement of the cup with the picker head whereby _ 
the cup may be removed from the stack without inter 
ference from the concentric stack supporting ring. 

It is a still further object of the invention to provide 
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in a device for separating individual crinkle cups ̀ from 
a stack of inverted nested cups in which the supporting 
stack ring has a plurality of inclined air holes entering 
the inclined top face of the supporting ring adjacent to 
the inner peripheral edge thereof and wherein these holes 
are of the same number as the number of ilutes on the 
cup whereby equal air pressure is individually directed 
against each of the ñutes of the cups to provide equal 
separating pressure ofthe air about the full periphery 
of the cup and equal lifting air pressure suppliedfto the 
remaining cup stack. 

Other objects of the invention are to provide a device 
for separating crinkle cups from the stackY of a cup 
dropping machine, having the above. objectsA in mind, 
which is of simple construction, inexpensive to manufac 
ture, has a minimum number of parts, easy to assemble 
andr disassemble, free of wear, effective andeliicient in 
use. f . 

For a better understanding of the invention, reference 
may be had to the following detail description taken in 
connection with the accompanying drawing, in which 

Figure l is a vertical sectional view of one form of the 
device with the picker head positioned preparatory to its 
vertical movement into the bottom of the stack of cups 
to engage the lowermost cup, ' 

Fig. 2 is a fragmentary sectional view with the picker 
head extended into the stack and with the lowermost 
cup having been separated from <the stack by air pressure 
from the supporting ring and the suction from the picker 
head, - 

Fig. 3 is a vertical sectional View showing the» lower 
most cup retracted from the stack of cups and this stack 
of cups again seated on the stack supportingv ̀ ring, with 
theV cup drawn tight upon the picker head, . 

Fig. 4 is a fragmentary vertical sectional view of the 
picker head inverted and in the process of dropping the 
cup into a baking mold tin, 

Fig. Sis a transverse sectional view taken throughthe 
picker head on line 5-5 of Fig. 3. ' ~ 

« Fig. 6 is a top perspective view of the stack supporting 
ring, y 

Fig. 7 is a top perspective view of the flutedpicker 
head and cup adhered thereto and broken away to show 
portions of the picker head top and side wall faces, 

Fig. 8 is a fragmentary sectional view of a modilied 
form of the invention in which a different type stack 
of supporting ring is used, the view being taken generally 
on line 8_8 of Fig. 9, 

Fig. 9 is a transverse sectional view of the device as 
viewed on line 9-9 of Fig. 8, . 

Fig. 10 is a top perspective view of a fragment ofthe 
stackY supporting and base ring assembly showing the 
centering projection for holding the stack of cups against 
rotationupon the stack supporting ring, and ' . 

Fig. l1 is a transverse sectional view similar to Fig. 5 
of a picker head shaped to receive and retain a square 
shaped crinkle cup having fluted corners. 

Referring now particularly to Figs. 1 to '7, 1S repre 
sents a base ring upwardly from which vertical’guide 
rods 16 extend. There are four of these rods angled 
ninety degrees apart about the base ring 15. Fitted` into 
the bottom of the base ring is a stack supporting ring 
17 having an opening 18 through which a lowermost cup 
19 may be Withdrawn from a vertical stack of such cups 
lying4 thereabove and normally supported on the stack 
supporting ring 17. This ring 17 tightly lits the 'inner 
periphery of the base ring 15 and has an annular groove 
21 into which air is delivered under pressure by a nipple 
22. The ring 17 has radially downwardly and outwardly 
inclined or conical top face 23. Extending from the 
groove to the inner'periphery edge of the top face Z3 
area plurality of inwardly and upwardly inclined air 
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holes 24 corresponding in number to the number of 
flutes of the paper crinkle cups 19 so that air may be di 
rected into and along the respective flutes of the cup. 
This air pressure is supplied at ‘the time the lowermost 
cup is to be removed to cause the cup side wall to >be 
fully deposited upon the side wall of the picker head 25 
and to hold the stack of cups while the lowermost cup is 
removed. » A . 

The picker head 25 conforms in shape identically to 
the cup and has a plurality of parallel ñutes 26 thereon 
corresponding in exact number to the number of ñutes 
of the crinkle cup 19. This picker head has a central 
chamber 27 and a hollow drop ejecting member 28 
having a top head 29 adapted to enter a countersunk 
opening 30 in the top face of the head 25. A stop ñange 
31 limits the drop movement of the ejector 28 when the 
picker head is inverted to eject the cup 19 as illustrated 
in Fig. 4. The head 25 is threadedly connected to a 
hollow operating stem 32 carried on a hollow shaft 33 
that works the head so that it is elevated into the stack, 
and then pivoted to the down position as shown in Fig. 4 
to eject the paper cup. In a standard cup dropping 
machine there are a gang of these picker heads assembled 
upon the shaft 33 and worked together. The ñutes 26 
are tapered throughout an extent equal to the length of 
the side wall of the cup but have a break therein at a 
location approximately one half their tapered extent 
provided by an annular external groove 34 cut through 
the flutes and into the body of the picker head and from 
which air is drawn through six radial passages 35 into 
the suction chamber 27. This draws the fluted side wall 
of the cup 19 into engagement with the iiuted side of 
the picker head 25. Simultaneously, the bottom of the 
cup is drawn against the top face of the picker head by 
air being drawn downwardly through passage 36 of 
ejector 28. 

In order to insure that each of the ilutes of the cup 
are drawn smoothly against the flutes 26 of the picker 
head 25, a series of small holes 37 extend from between 
adjacent ñutes 26 of the head to the central suction 
chamber 27 and corresponding in exact number to the 
number of ñutes of the cup whereby each individual 
ñute of the cup will be sucked against the side of the 
picker head and maintained in control so that the head 
with the cup thereon can be assured downward passage 
through the opening 1S without the cup engaging the 
stack retaining ring. rl`he location of the small holes 
37 is below the holes 35 and about half way down on the 
tapered ñutes so that suction will be effected upon the 
individual ñutes of the paper cup adjacent to their largest 
flaring and above the edge of the cup but not too close 
thereto. In operation, the picker head 25 is moved up 
wardly through the opening 18 in the stack supporting 
ring 17 with the suction on to grasp the cup and simul 
taneuosly the air pressure is turned on within the ring 
to separate the side walls of the lowermost cup from the 
remainder of the stack and to hold the stack while the 
lowermost cup is withdrawn. Thereafter, the picker head 
with the cup is withdrawn in the manner as illustrated in 
Fig. 3 with the cup 19 and pivoted downwardly to a posi 
tion shown in Fig. 4. The ejector 28 is lowered by 
gravity to drop the cup 19 from the picker head 25 and 
into a baking mold 38 and made ready to be filled with 
the baking contents. Thereafter the picker head 25 is 
pivoted to assume again the position shown in Fig. 1 
in readiness to remove the next cup from the stack. 

Referring now particularly to Figs. 8, 9 and l0, there 
is shown a similar paper cup separating device in which 
the same ñuted picker head 25 is used. This device is 
provided with a base ring 41 having upwardly extending 
guide rods 42 and to which there is internally connected 
a stack supporting ring 43 by means of radially-extending 
fastening screws 44. This ring 43 has a main supporting 
face 45 angled downwardly and inwardly and conform 
ing to an angle of approximately twenty-eight degrees 
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4 
from the horizontal that is naturally formed by a stack 
of such paper cups at their lower edges. In order that 
this supporting face 45 may not have the full load of the 
stack of cups there is provided a more inclined inwardly 
and downwardly extending supporting face 46 thereabove 
which is angled approximately seventy degrees from the 
horizontal. A vertical cylindrical spacing wall 47 ex 
tends upwardly from the inner edge of the tapered sur 
face 45 to space the inclined surface 46 from the surface 
45. In order to keep the stack of cups against turning 
about their vertical axis within the device and to maintain 
their fiuted areas centered with the ilutes of the picker 
head 25, there is provided a tapered centering projection 
49 secured to the inclined radially-extending supporting 
face 46 and extending upwardly against the inner wall 
of the base ring 41. This projection 49 thus keeps the 
several ñutes of the cups aligned with spaces between the 
ñutes 26 of the picker head 25. 
The operation of this latter form of the invention is 

generally the same as the above described operation of 
the ñrst form of the invention except that the stack of 
cups are handled somewhat differently. As best seen 
in Fig. 8 the upper cups have their downward movement 
resisted along the more inclined face 46 so that only a 
limited number of the under cups are supported on the 
less inclined face 4S of the supporting ring 43 from 
which the lowermost cup 19 is taken. The angle of the 
face 45 is substantially the same as the natural angle of 
the mass of nested cups and preferably slightly less than 
this natural angle, the edge of the Wall of the cup being 
adjacent to the inner edge of the face 45 and substantial 
ly free thereof so as to be readily receptive to the suc 
tion action of the pickel head. This is particularly so, 
as the stack might be slightly lifted by the picker head 
when taking the lowermost cup. The bulk of the stack 
will be sustained against downward movement by the 
larger angled elevated supporting face 46. 

In Fig. 11, there is shown a picker head 50 adapted 
for a square form cup 51. This picker cup is similarly 
provided with an annular groove 52 from which air is 
sucked through radially-extending passages 53 into suc 
tion chamber 54 having an ejector 55 therein. The cup 
51 is ñuted only at the corners and for each of these 
corners, the picker head 50 is provided with flutes 56 
corresponding in numbers to the number of flutes at the 
corners of the cup and below the groove 52 and com 
municating with the individual spaces betweenl the flutes 
56 at each corner are small passages 57 to make sure 
that the flutes of the cup are retained by the pick up 
head. This pick up head is used in the same manner as 
above described. 

It should now be apparent that there has been provid 
ed an efñcient and effective separating device for use 
with cup dropping machines in which all portions of the 
wall surface of the cup are certain to be taken into tight 
suction and glove fit engagement with the Wall of the 
picker head and wherein the picker head has the ñutes 
corresponding to the same number of crinkles or ñutes 
of the cup and wherein there is little opportunity for 
the cup to have a loose portion that might be frayed, torn 
or that jamming of the device result. 

While various changes maybe made in the detail con 
struction, it shall be understood that such changes shall 
be within the spirit and scope of the present invention as 
defined by the appended claims. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A paper crinkle cup separating device for cup 

dropping machines comprising a cup stack supporting 
ring, guide means for the stack connected thereto and 
lying thereabove, said stack supporting ring having a 
top supporting face and an opening through which a 
cup may pass when it has been removed from the sup~ 

'porting face, a picker head movable into and out of said 
opening in the stack supporting ring, said picker head 
having a central suction chamber and a plurality of 
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ñuted portions corresponding in number to the ñutes of 
the cup and suction openings extending between the suc 
tion chamber and the ñutes of the picker head where 
by the full area of the cup wall is supported over the 
picker head and the cup Vwithdrawn through the open 
ing of the supporting ring without interference therefrom, 
a movable ejector for the cups operable in the suction 
chamber and providing air communication with the suc- ' 
tion chamber with the top of the picker head to suck 
the bottom of the cup, said supporting face of the stack 
supporting ring being inclined downwardly and outward 
ly from the peripheral edge of the ring opening, and an 
annular air pressure groove within the ring and a plu 
rality of small holes extending from the groove upward 
ly and inwardly and penetrating the peripheral edge of 
the ring supporting face and through which air under 
under pressure is forced to separate the lowermost cup 
from the stack of cups, said holes corresponding in 
number to the number of flutes of the individual cup 
whereby an equalized pressure is extended upon the wall 
of the cup to eiïect the engagement of the cup with the 
head and tend to hold the remaining cups in the stack 
in suspension thereabove and separated from the lower 
most cup. 

2. A paper crinkle cup separating device for cup drop 
ping machines comprising a cup stack supporting ring, 
guide means for the stack connected thereto and lying 
thereabove, said stack supporting ring having a top sup 
porting face and an opening through which a cup may 
pass when it has been removed from the supporting 
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ing in the stack supporting ring, said picker head having 
a central suction chamber and a plurality of ñuted por 
tions corresponding in number to the ñutes of the cup 
and suction openings extending between the suction 
chamber and the flutes of the picker head whereby the 
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full area of thecup wall is supported over the picker 
head and the cup withdrawn through the opening of 
the supporting ring without interference therefrom, a 
Amovable ejector for the cups operable in the suction 
chamber and providing air communication with the suc 
tion chamber with the top of the picker head to suck 
the bottom of the cup, said supporting face for the stack ` 
of cups being inclined outwardly and upwardly from 
the edge of the opening within the ring at an angle 
substantially the angle generally formed by the edges 
of the stack of inverted nested cups, and said stack sup 
porting ring has a second outwardly-extending cup sup-V 
porting face lying on the ring outwardly of the lower 
face and elevated therefrom by a vertical cylindrical face 
whereby the lowermost:- cups of the stack may be sep 
arated from the bulk of the stack and supported on the 
lower face while the bulk of the stack may be supported 
on the upper face. 
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